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Abstract: The design of the ctTogenic system for the DILI-D striking the Liquid nitrogen shield. When viewed in plan, the
advanced divertor cryocondetmation pump is presented. The cryopump will be a non-continuous ring with a short gap to avoid
advanceddivertorincorponttes& ba_e chamber and biasringlo- _ an inductiveloop which would remit inlargeelectro-
carednearthebottom oftheDIII-Dvacuum veamL A 50,000I/s ma@amic forceson tlm crToptzmp.The helium cooledtube will

cryocondenaation pump will be inataLled _ the bailie have a length of about 10 m and a mufface area of 1 m2 and is
for plamna particle exhatmt. The pump consists of a Liquid he- fed at onl_ one point toroid_y with tlm counter-flow axrange-
lium cooled tube opet-ating at 4.3"K and a liquid nitrogen cooled mtmt providing the helium return. The cryogen feed points will
radiation shieid. Liquid helium it fed by forced flow through tlm be located 180 clq from the gap. Reference [3] @vet a detailed
cryopump. Compressed helium Stm flowing through tlm high description of the in-wind cryopump desigzh
pressure side of a heaz exchanger hs rt_enerstively cooled by
the two-phase helium leaving the pump. The cooled high prm- F#i_nq Ollb0 Crvmwtem

sure gaaeous helium isthen liquefiedby a Joule.Thomaon ex- Tlm existingDIII-D crTogenicsystem suppliesLiquid
pansion valve. The liquid is returued to a storage dew_. The helium m the neutral beam injector crTopanels and the super-
liquid nitrogen for the radi_ion ahidd is suppLied by forced flow conducting magnets for the ii0 GHz and 60 GHz electron cy-
froma bulkstoragesystem. Contr_of thecryogenicsystemit dotroa heating(ECH)systema[4,5].The heliumsystem is a
accompliahed by a pro_mam_le logic controUor, closed loop. The boR-off gas is continummly recovet_ and re.

lique_L Liquidnitrogenfrom bulk storage is used forthe neu-
Introclucticm tralbeamlizm 80OK cryopanela, the=realradiation shielding of

The Advanced Dive-mr (AI)) has been operationa_ in the Liquid helium cooled components, and in the helium Liquefier
DIII-D tokamak since September of 1990. It it currently being gu _|or. Tlm liquid nit_ system is open loop with the
utilized to study bluing of divertor plamzut _tions snd exhaust gu being vented to atmoaphere. In addition to the AD
ba_ng at the divertor sepsratrix-ws_ inlerfaoe to allow pressure _p, future plm_ include the addition of a hydrogen pellet
buildup in anticipation of future pumping experiments. Ade- injector which will also require liquid helium and Liquid nitrogen.

quate pressure buildup wu observed to allow _ pump- A simplified flow diagram of the existing dosed loop
ing to take piace [1]. Thua, the advanced divertor cryopump helium cryogenic system is shown in Fig. 2. The proposed AD
is currently being constructed for inataLLttion in early 1992 and cryopump and pellet injector systema axe shown in phantom
wiLlbe used to control plmnna density by particle exhaust [2]. for reference. A 50 g/s (600 SCFM) screw compressor supplies

The AD configuration con_ts of a circular shaped inconel 1.6 MPa (220 psig) helium gas to the Liquefier and the neutral
electrode which is bimmble and a hattie chamber locawed inside of beam re-Liquefier. The high and low pressure lines are kept at
the DIII-D vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 1. The cryopump constant premure by a gas management system consisting of the
will be located in the space beneath the gu battte. Hy_ or makeup, dump, and bypm valves and gaseous helium storage
deuterium will be pumped by cryocondensation onto a metal sur- tanks. The helium Liquefier discharges saturated Liquid helium
face at 4.3°K. The pumping surface area is apprtmmately 1 m a into a 3800 I dewar at 140 kPa (6 paig). The dewar pressure
and will be convectiveay cooled by a forced flow of two-phue

% DllI-O Vessel...-.helium at a pressure of 116 kPa (2 paig). "//_
OuusrWall

Distribution and control of liquid helium and Liquid _-

integrated part of the DIII-D cryogemcsystem. This paper will
describe the design of the AD cryogenic system.

Bailie .

CryopumpConliquration Bias _ate _Semad_ /

The AD cryopump will be located beneath the bailie a.s Rimj S,_$bidd /
shown in Fig. i. Particles being pumped will flow through the _ _ _)_'_7-_ Nitroqea

space between the bias ring and the floor tries of the DIII-D Camoa\ __ X_ j# Shieldsvacuum vessel. The geometry of the pump ham been optimized FIo_
using the particle transport code DEGAS _2]. The pump is de- __L Panel
signed for a nominal gas throughput of 2700 Pa-l/s (20 torr-l/s) -- ,_ _----
with a calculated effective pumping speed of 50,000 l/s for deu- _ --
terium. It wiLl consist of two coaxial tubes which axe cooled by
counter-flowing liquid helium, a pair of liquid nitrogen cooled
thermal radiation shields, and an outer secondary shield. The
secondary shield will be used to reduce thermal radiation to the =-
nitrogen shield from the vacuum vessel waiis and ba_e plates F;g. l. DIII-O advanced divertor configuration
and to prevent water vapor desorption due to energetic particles Cross sectional view.
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Fig. 2. $impihSN DIII-._ helium cr_m'n flow dimlpllm (pcum_:
_am _ in miid, planted edditiorm _ in l_antom).

is maintained constant to drive the flow of liquid he_um to the show that flow stability through the belium panel is maintained

besmlmes. A distribution valve box ia uaed to independently at steady-state cryopane_ heat loack aa high as 54 W. In addition,
distribute the flow of liquid helium and _itro_n to the beam- it wss shown that the hel/um psnel done can be completely

l_nes. The ECH superconducting ma_ae_s are batch filled from cooled from near room temperature in about 5 m/n at the design

p_rtable dewars. The cryogenic system operates continuoualy flow rate of 5 g/s.

during DIII-D run periods. A s/mplified cryogenic flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

The present DIII-D helium liquefier operates near its full Table 2 summaria_ the thermodynamic conditions at various

capacity when serving the four neutr_ beam injectors sad the points in tlm system. Liquid helium will flow from the pre_-
ECH magnets. The addition of the AD cryopump anti pellet sutized dewar to the di_ribu_on v_ve box. lt w _,;l then flow
injector will require a larger liquefier which hs planned for instal- through a subcooler where it will be cooled to 4.4°K. The sub-
lation in early 1993. Until then, it gs planned that one of the cooled helium will drop lower in temperature as it is throttlect
four beamfinea will be shut down to provide enough liquid helium into the cryopump through an automatic flow control valve.

during AD cryopump operation. Table 1 lists the present and The hefitzm will enter the cryopa_el u nearly 100% liquid and
plenned DIII-D cryogenic system parameters, exham_ u a low quality mixture after absorbing thermal en-

ergy. The two-phue stream willthen paea through the sub-
Advanced Oi_,ttm' Cr_qenic Svs_n cooler and heat exchanger/boiler where it will be fully vapor-

ized and warmed to nearly room temperature before returning
The AD cryopump system _ 1form a part of the DHI-D to compressor suction.

cryogenic system. The exiating system will be upgraded to

include the required cryogen distribution, control, and recovery Wigh premure helium gem from the compressor will be
hardware for the .,LD cryopump. A programmable logic con- regenerativeiy cooled by the two-phase helium returning from

troller (PLC) kmaed system win automatically control cooldown, the cryopurap. The high pressure helium will be cooled to 4.8°K
regeneration, steady-state operation and warmup of the AD in the heat exchanger and then partially liquefied by Joule-
cryosystem. The cryopump will be convectiveiy cooled by a Thomson expansion. The two-plane helium will return to the
forced flow of liquid helium through its coaxial tubular geom- dewar at 4.6°K and 140 kPa. The liquid portion will fill the

etry. Saturated Liquid helium will enter the pump at 116 kPa dewar while the cold gas paues through the low pressure side of
and at a flow rate of 5 g/s. A liquid nitrogen cooled shield wiU
surround the helium cryopump. The Liquid nitrogen shield will

be cooled by a combination of two-phase forced flow convection

through a tube and heat conduction through an attached thin Table 1DIII--O Cryogenic System Parameters
walled shell. Liquid nitrogen at 140 kPa will enter the shield at
a flow rate of 10 g/s.

Present Planned
Two cooling options were considered in the cryopump

design: (1) supercritical helium cooling, and (2) two-phase forced Helium System

flow convection. The first option has the advantage that poten- Liquefaction capacity 80 I/h 150 I/h
tiai flow instabilities associated with two-phase flow axe el/mi- Steady-state liquid uuge 70 I/h 120 I/h
hated. However, super-criticaJ helium flow rates would have to Liquid st_age capacity 3800 i 3800 I
be higher for a given amount of heat remo',_d, and the tempera- Liquid storage premmre 140 kPa 1¢0 kPa

ture of supercritical helium is too high for pumping hydrogen at Gas storage capacity 250 MPa-rn 3 370 MPa-rn 3

an a£ceptable vapor pressure without considerable subcooling. Com_'essor flow rate 50 g/s 100 g/s
Therefore, the second option (two-phase forced flow convection) Compressor outlet pressure 1.6 MPa 1.6 MPa

was chosen. Comnressor inlet pre_ure 108 kPa 108 kPa

The configuration of the AD cryogenic system will be very Nitrogen system
similar to that of the proven neutral beam cryogenic system to Liquid storage capaciw 40.000 I 40.000 I
minimize the possibility of two-phase flow instability. Exper- Liquid storage pressure _00 kPa _00 kPa
iments using a prototypic cryopump were performed to prove Steady-state liquid usage 500 I/h 700 I/h
the coaxial counter-flow helium panel design _16!. The results
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_SSoR vacuum insulation, superiusulation, 80°K thermal intercepts onOllbO OllbO
CaYCSYSTmHP cnvosY.,m_t_ the valve bodies, and a Liquid nitrogen cooled radiation shield.

Liquid helium will flow between the dewar and the distri-
bution box through a pair of short vacuum jacketed transfer
lines. Liquid helium supply, two-phmm helium return and Liquid

c,0ema_ _¢_T nitrogen supply will be tranaferr_ between the distribution box
and the cryoatat via a triaxial flexible metal transfer line man-
ufactured by Ka_elmctal [8]. The Kabelmetal transfer line has
the advanta_s of minimum heat leakage and easy installation
due to its flexibility and bayonet type end connections.

_ Instrumentationand (_ontrd
oEw_q

- The obje_'tive of tlm instrumentation and control design

vtm'TO [F'-_ 1 (Fig. 5) for the AD cryopump system is to provide the means

A_ S
to automatically operate the system in concert with rdated and

F -- "_ _ _ interconnected systeana. Data acquisition for problem diagnosis
and performance evaluation in addition to provision for manual

0mncf Automatic operation will involve controlling the valves to

_ _ vgv1_'_- _ 1. Prtmooling of the transfer Lines.

cc__L _ JT, I ;,;;;;. 4_ _:x_ 2. Cooidown of the cryopump._S_l ...... ,dr 3. Liquid helium and nitrogen flow control.

v_.v_ { -I ...... I ],*a 4. Heat exchanger secondary flow control.

Fig. 3. 5implifiad AO e.ryopni¢ system fl¢_ diagram. 5. Regeneration of the helium panel between DIII-D shots.

6. Warm-up of the AI) cryceystem.
the Liquefier to provide refrigeration. The heat e_tmngcr is
designed to have aa effectiveness [7], e, of 98.8% where e is The dependence of the AI) cryoayatem upon the DIII-D
defmed mB cryo_._ca system [9] will require interlocking with the cryogenic

control pcogrammabl¢ logic controller (cryo..PLC). DHI-D pri-
Ta -- T0 mary vacuum conditiona wiU govern the operation of the cryo-

e = Ts - T--'---_ (see Fig. 3). pump indicalting the need for coordination with tlm DIII-D ves-
sel conditioning PLC. This system contmla vacuum pumping,

Given this effectivene_, the load impoe_.d on the DIII-D baking, and discharge cleaning. An interface to the machine
Liquefier by the AD crycaystem will be 16 1/h due to the heat control computer will allow the mB,'_ine operators supervisory
exchangerflowimbalanceand 17W ofrefrigerationat4.6°K due informationon pump st_tm and abilitytoinitiateorterminate
to incompleteliqu_actionby tlm Joule-Thom_n expm_ion. DIII-D lqmchzonotmoperation.Synchronousoperationwillalso

require sigzmis from the _e maater timing system..Au or_
Liquid nitrogen will be fed from a _ 40,000 1 erator interface at tlm _eering level will be necessary, to ob-

bulk storage dewar. The nltrog_n will be subcooled and then tain detailed operating information, data logging, analysis, and
throttled into the shield through a temperature controlled valve maintenance.
so that the nitrogenventingto the atmosphere willbe fully Table 2

v_porized. AD Cr3/_y_em ThermodynamicStates"

The helium Liquefier, dewar and diatribution valve box are
located in theDIII-D cryoge_dca area 20 m away and 3 m above T P _f h_ he m
the cryopump (see Fig. 4). A vacuum insulated cryostat contain- Location (°K) CkPa) (J/Km) (J/zm) (J/zm) (gmts) x
ing the heat exchanger, subcoolers, flow control valves, and the
Joule-Thomson valve will be located adjacent to the cryopump 0 4.6 143 12.3 30.3 12.3 5.0 0.00
feed porz on DIII-D. The cryoatat will be at the same elevation i 4.6 145 12.4 30.3 13.2 5.0 0.05
as the cryopump toavoidtwo-pha_ flowinstabilitya_odated 2 4.4 144 11.i - 11.i 5.0 0.00
with elevation changes. The heat exchanger waa designed and 3 4.3 116 10.8 30.7 11.i 5.0 0.02
constructedby CryogenicConsultantsIncorporated.Itconsists 4 4.3 114 i0.7 30.7 13.1 5.0 0.12
of _ phase separation boiler and a high dSciency counter-flow 5 4.3 113 10.6 30.7 15.2 5.0 0.23
heat exchanger constructed with wound Fumed copper _ubing. 5 4.3 112 10.6 30.8 30.8 5.0 1.00
The subcoolers will consist of 7.5 m of coiled copper tubing 7 270.0 110 - 1420.0 1420.0 5.0 1.00
housed in a stainless steel shell and are designed to cool the 8 300.0 1200 - 1580.0 1580.0 4.5 1.00
incoming liquid to within 0.1°K of the cryopanel outlet Liquid 9 7.9 1000 - 33.2 33.2 4.5 1.00
temperature.Allheliumcooledcomponents withinthecryostat 10 4.8 I000 - 15.9 15.9 4.5 1.00
will be superinsuiated and protected by a Liquid nitrogen cooled ii 4.6 145 12.4 30.3 15.9 4.5 0.20
radiation shield. 12 91.6 412 --91.3 - -91.3 10.0 0.00

13 91.5 410 -91.4 85.7 -87.5 I0.0 0.02
The presentdistributionv-alvebox contains16 manually 14 78.0 409 -119.9 - -i19.9 i0.0 0.00

operatedvalveswhich axe used exclusivelyfortheneutralbeam- 15 78.0 117 -119.9 - -119.9 i0.0 0.00
lines. The valve box will be replaced with a new box containing 15 78.5 115 -i19.1 78.0 -i09.9 i0.0 0.05
20 _utomaticaJly operated electro-pneumatic cryogenic valves 17 77.9 108 -120.3 77.6 -77.5 i0.0 0.22
to serve the AD cryopump, neutral beaxnlines, ECH magnet
fill, and pellet injector fill. Heat leakage will be minimized by "Refer to F;g. 3.
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F;I. 4. AD ¢ryows¢_'_equiwv_t arranlWrHmt.Elevationview. aaOlm

Since much of the AI) cryoaystem will be located in the mOF_OT

restricted machine aze_, all cryoatat valves wiU be remotely con- _ I [s_n_ I
trolled. Extensive use of electronic a-d electromechazfical sen- _ma IrrAlll
sots will characterize the control system implementation. A I 1
limited number of mechanical gauges and electronic readouts I Vl_ll. _ R.cI

will be used at the cryoetat site due to lark of local control I _mVACt_rrarda 1a_cm_cQm_

capability.Controlsystem inputswillcome from sixteentem- CRYOITAI'YORA¢I( ICtRDWAI I l_
perature sensors, ten pressure sensors, three flow control valve Sllm_llma
positions and two level indicators. Outputs will include five pro- v_._m_w01a
portional valves and seven isolation valves. Temperatures will u_
be m_ using a combination of helium vapor pressure bulbs _0Llm
equipped with electrical pressure trazmducers, silicon diodes, and

will be mounted and wired at ali _al.cam_t ! _IRON ___ Clrt0(_N_C0tCr_LRCthermocouples.Sparesensors

ml_mm0mm IOPWA_ICmWA_ _

silicon diode and thermocouple measurement locations inside of OATAU3_U _mc=_maa_xcom_

the vacuum space to provide redundancy in case of sensor failure, c_,m_0m_ma [BRIB_¢i _011BIMllO_

The close auociation between the AD cryoaystem and Fig. 5. ADP cryoatat I&C overview.
existing cryogenics systeme makes it desirable to control the
cryopump from the cryo-PLC. Thus, the cryo-PLC will be up- 3. Smith, J.P., eta/., "The Design and Fabrication of a
graded using a fiber-opticaUy isolated I/O system and ability Toroidally Cont':nuoua Cryocondensation Pump for the
to accommodate cryoatat sensors and valves. The cryogenics DIII-D Advanced Divertor," to be presented at the 14th
control system employs a personal computer baz_i color graph- Fha. Eng. Conf., San Diego, California, September 30
ics operator interface sufficient for use am the engineering level through October 3, 1991.
operating console for AD cryosystem. The cryo-PLC will fully 4. Langhorn, A.R.., etaL, "Performance of Doublet III
support the AD cryosystem operation and provide a high speed Neutral Beam Injector Cryopumping System," J. Vac. Scz.
data Link to the vessel conditioning system. The vessel condi- TechnoL A 2(2) (April-June 1984) 1193.
tioning PLC has access to the mar.hine control computer and to
the master timing signals. 5. Langhom, A..R., "The Doublet III Neutral Beam Injector

Cryosystem," Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, Vol. 29,
Plenum, New York (1983) 393.
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